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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 My full name is Gerrit Fekke Venema resident and owner of 37 Fairford st Bishopdale 

Christchurch. 

 

1.2 My career history is predominantly in aviation engineering and for the purposes of this 

statement of evidence gives me a reasonable knowledge on the many of the aspects of 

on-wing (O/W) engine testing. 

 

1.3 I have been directly employed in maintenance of aircraft for over 28 years.  My trade 

training was completed in the RNZAF where I qualified early as an Aircraft Technician and 

then successfully completed the RNZAF sponsored NZ Certificate of Engineering (NZCE) in 

aeronautics.  I furthered my aircraft maintenance qualifications by successfully obtaining 

an Aircraft  Maintenance Engineer Licence (LAME)  with ratings in both the Aeroplane and 

Power Plant categories.  I also furthered my managerial skill set by completing a NZ 

Institute of Management (NZIM) Management Diploma while servicing in the RNZAF. 

 

1.4 My 9 years experience serving in the RNZAF included bases Woodbourne Marlborough, 

Whenuapai Auckland and Wigram Christchurch and cover such aspects as engine testing 

of Boeing 727, C130 Hercules, CT4B Airtrainers, Airtourer, Devon, Bristol freighter and also 

various other transiting aircraft types. 

 

1.5 Latterly I was employed by Air New Zealand (AirNZ) at No.1 Hangar, Christchurch 

International Airport for 19 years. My experience included manufacturing of C130 Hercules 

parts, structural maintenance of Boeing 747, 737 and BAE 146 aircraft.  I also had the 

privilege of full time employment on the Air New Zealand WWII Hurricane fighter plane 

restoration project from its rusty beginning right up until the on-wing engine testing 

phase. In 1999 I was promoted to the Air New Zealand maintenance planning department 

and continued in the broad field of maintenance planning, maintenance programmes and 

aircraft technical services for the next 13 yrs. I completed familiarisation course for Boeing 

737 classic, ATR 72, Airbus A320 aircraft and V2500 engines.  This later position placed me 

very close to the engine testing circumstances in the proximity of Air NZ No.1 Maintenance 

Hangar. 

 

 

2. Scope 

 

2.1 My evidence relates to the area of on-wing engine testing and the associated engine 

testing noise contours presented on various maps in the proposed replacement district 

plan (pCRDP) Chapter 6.1 Noise.  I have not included theses maps as they remain hard to 

find and to what version we have attained in the recent past seems rather unofficial and 

under published; I assume is something akin to that of Appendix B presented by acoustics 

expert evidence of Dr Stephen Chiles (for the CHC Council)? 

 

2.2 My evidence addresses the relief sought by numerous submitters including myself that the 

Engine testing contours as proposed are not approved and that current CIA O/W engine 

testing practice and behaviours are inappropriate and require review, re-planned and new 
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rules drafted to embrace best practice and proven world standards.  

 

2.3  I am part of an informal group of like minded submitters who have joined together to 

share information, research, administration and the burden of a responsible and cohesive 

approach to the pCRDP.  

I therefore have knowledge of the content of, adopt and fully support the evidence 

provided by Mr Mike Marra Sub#2054 , Mr John Sugrue Sub#2567, Mr David Lawry 

Sub#2514, Mr Bruce Campbell Sub#2489, and Ms Vanessa Payne Sub#2191.  I note that 

both Mr Marra and Mr Lawry are experts in their fields respectively. 

I have read and rely on all of the expert evidence of Dr John-Paul Clarke (representing our 

submitter group) on the issues of noise and industry best practice at airports such as 

Christchurch International Airport (CIA). 

I have also read and rely on the evidence of Dr Stephen Chiles (acoustics expert for City 

Council Sub#2123) 

 

2.4 My evidence has the following attached documents/files which are either copies of 

publically available documents or made up of items accepted in the public domain : 

 

a) Attachment A - Planning map 23B+new 800m set back (transferred to current 

scenario) 

b) Attachment B - Google satellite map of CIA - location of ground run-up pad 

c) Attachment C - Google satellite map - location of other amenities to pad 

d) Attachment D - CCC pCRDP contour map combo (from fragmented web maps) 

e) Attachment E - NZCAA Official information request DW1321618-0 

f) Attachment F - NZCAA Crash occurrence report 11.3933 

g) Attachment G - CIAL 2009 online Noise Fact Sheet 10-09-09 

   

   

3. Executive Summary 

 

3.1 The initial notification of the pCRDP changes that arrived at my property was in many 

ways vague and illusive as to what actually was to be affecting my property.   

 

3.2 As I have engaged in the civic responsibility of giving of my effort to help produce a 

functional and responsible district plan I have become both sceptical and weary of the lack 

of transparent responsibility taken by those who are paid to draft plans with a balanced 

approach, reduced complexity and free from conflicts of interests. 

I also noted the rather odd ‘Godfather’ style of behavioural patterns often displayed by the 

CIAL legal representation towards anyone except their ‘friends’ and those that agree.  

Further I found that the experts representing CIAL’s case on noise management to be 

vague and lacking even practical understanding.  I refer Dr Stephen Chiles’ findings on 

Marshall Day Acoustics (MDA) reporting.   

And with my own experience at AirNZ that best practice is not always adopted, I fear we 

are not going to get a responsible well balance approach from what appears to be long 

standing cosy ‘avian’ collusion. 

 

3.3 Coupled with the fact that CIAL’s primary business has substantially grown from, as we 

would naturally have believed by its location and title ’as running an international airport’, 

to a company that is increasingly resourced to managing its vast and growing property 
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development and real-estate management business, I now believe CIAL should no longer 

be solely entrusted with the civic responsibilities of ‘managing noise’ at the CIA. 

 

3.4 I restate the relief sought in my submission that the engine testing contours as currently 

proposed should not be approved.  There is currently nowhere near enough evidence 

provided by CIAL to support these residentially invasive noise pollution validation 

boundaries. There is in fact now a growing level of evidence that even their existing airport 

noise contours are in desperate need of review and contraction in light of the growth 

predictions of  2007 which have proven to date extremely inaccurate and in the light of the 

much needed land use for earthquake recovery, and especially with respect to the much 

misunderstood and by expert evidence the totally unnecessary 50 dB air noise contour 

which exists at no other airport in the world (refer evidence of David Lawry and Dr John-

Paul Clarke). As the relief I seek includes this much misunderstood 50 dB Ldn contour as it 

applies to engine testing noise, I strongly reject the CIAL proposed rule seeking land use 

restrictions within the 50dB Lnd contour by “avoiding” any new noise sensitive activity and 

as such recommend that all 50dB contours and their restrictive elements be deleted from 

the district plan (see also para 7). 

 

3.5  Hence I strongly recommend that the Christchurch District Council (CCC) needs to move 

forward and take responsibility to produce balanced approach planning rules that reflect 

up to date world standard quality and function and seriously avoid the “be-spoked” 

concoctions brewed up by MDA (refer MDA report 20 Oct15 previously submitted).    

I recommend that a noise management plan project needs to be set up with independent 

expert representation that follows a lawful pattern and scope for honest and transparent 

public participation. 

Examples of good noise management plans aren’t far away. Right here in New Zealand 

already our own Auckland Airport is rated as exemplar by the world aviation organisation 

IACO.  Refer evidence of Mr Mike Marra for in-depth information on this topic. Surprisingly 

supported by the same acoustics company (MDA) as the CIAL uses; perhaps further 

evidence of the unfettered legal behaviour and their land use intentions thinly disguised by 

CIAL’s repeatedly published but unsubstantiated ‘fear’ of financially crippling night curfews 

via an apparent flow of complaints that they appear, with the help of the CCC, to have also 

successfully stemmed. (Other submitters evidence this; see list para 2. Scope).  

 

3.6 Due to the overall unlawfulness (refer evidence of Mr David Lawry), inappropriateness and 

potentially on-going hazardous nature of engine testing as currently allowed by CIAL, I 

also recommend a timeline be set for implementation of the above recommended planning 

rules.  This remedy is urgently needed. 

 

3.6 As part of the guidelines for this project plan I would also urge that the clear and 

synonymous recommendations of both expert witness Dr John-Paul Clarke and Dr Stephen 

Chiles with regard to mitigation of engine testing noise at source via ground run-up 

enclosures and noise monitoring / measuring methods be taken into account as best 

practice and world standard.  
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 4. Inappropriateness of the current practice 

  

4.1 The current practice of carrying out O/W engine testing primary at the ground run up pad 

next to the AirNZ No.1 hangar rather than the operative law intentions of the A11 runway 

northwest end is inappropriate, challenging both the safety conscious aspirations and civic 

responsibilities of CIAL and AirNZ Ltd. The civic responsibilities specifically those related to 

following due process and that of legality I rely on the evidence of Mr David Lawy. 

 

4.2 Moving the majority of O/W engine testing 1.8 km closer to core residential populate of 

Christchurch with no consultation of the residents and then to attempt to justify this 

industrial (not core airport business) noise polluting activity with misleading excuses such 

as A320 gravel rash (refer CCC produced Sect 32 Report appdx 2.3, Engine testing 

provisions and evidence Mr Mike Marra) was purely a move of convenience and 

accountancy. However this move was not lost on the Harewood / Bishopdale residents 

who irrespective of the non-functional nature of the noise complaints system have made 

their voices known that this noise pollution is unacceptable especially at night time.  As is 

witnessed by the number of residential submitters participating in this Hearings process 

and those specifically tabling issues, not a mere few.  Nor was this move lost on the 

Engineering staff of AirNZ itself as I will elaborate later. Refer Attachment B - Google 

satellite map of CIA.   

 

4.3 I refer to Attachment A - Planning map 23B and Attachment D - CCC pCRDP contour 

map combo of the area in question. Map 23B has been appended to include the 800m 

‘setback’ boundary to expose the monstrous current practice of the ground run-up pad 

use.  This now encroaches on the Harewood school, a very history church on Harewood rd 

and a number of residential properties off Whitechurch place.  What a disaster of policy 

management.  CIAL even condemns its own practice by way of Attachment G -Noise 

Fact Sheet page 4. : “Noise levels between Ldn 65-70dBA may affect school performance” 

and “Outdoor noise levels of Ldn 40 – 60dBA may disturb sleep”. 

 

4.4 This provides evidence that CIAL cannot be trusted to “manage” nor mitigate the noise 

issues at CIA by themselves.  We had in version 1. of the pCRDP the impact of this 

inappropriate activity and the potential  impact on literally thousands of residents (refer 

Attachment B  & Attachment D).  Add to this the ingredient that the main noise 

polluting company opts and is approved by CIAL to do most of its O/W engine testing in 

the wee small hours of the night…entirely for their financial convenience not safety as may 

be the illusion they wish to convey with the purported urgency of their business needs.  

 

4.5 Sleep disturbance from O/W engine testing has become an issue for Christchurch residents 

(supported by Dr Stephen Chiles evidence).  I seek that this inappropriate civil 

irresponsibility be brought into line by not approving the proposed Engine testing contours 

but rather including in the pCRDP world best practice for airport noise management policy 

as advised by Mr Mike Marra’s evidence and to bring about the more appropriate and 

lawful on site control for at source mitigation rules following the clear recommendations of 

leading world noise expert in aviation Dr John-Paul Clarke, synonymous with those of our 

own NZ based expert Dr Stephen  Chiles;  both table the perfect remedy for avoiding 

unreasonable noise from engine testing at CIA:  On site purpose built ground run-up 

enclosure for mitigation of noise. 
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5.  Inappropriateness of the current CIA ground run-up pad 

 

5.1 The ground run-up pad situated adjacent to AirNZ No.1 hangar and also in the vicinity of 

No. 3 hangar maintenance areas presents an astounding safety hazard.  Astounding in 

that aviation experienced companies such as CIAL and AirNZ have approved such a 

location even against notable complaint from engineers employed at AirNZ.  I was actually 

employed and present during the build and affected by the initial use of this ground run-up 

pad and can attest to the complaints, requests for mitigation of issues and warnings by 

fellow AirNZ staff.   

 

5.2 As depicted on the Google maps attached this location presents significant hazard danger 

of jet blast to transiting staff and facilities.  Due to the flexible and ‘can do’ nature of 

AirNZ’s highly skilled body of maintenance engineers, AirNZ often utilizes this to their full 

business advantage with engineers and technical staff regularly transiting back and forth 

between No 1, 3, and 5 hangars to fulfil the various and complex roles carried out in these 

locations.  Refer to the transiting pathway marked in green on Attachment C - Google 

map.  This traverses right through the jet blast zone of the A320 when facing into the 

predominant NE wind.  Requests from staff for an alternative path were denied as too 

expensive and even jet blast warning notices took years to appear let alone the sealed 

pathway/road for transiting, showing a level of disregard for staff safety. 

   

5.3 The staff in the office buildings attached to hangar No.3 and close to the run-up pad, 

marked in yellow receive significant jet blast from A320s with some staff desk locations 

having to wear earmuffs inside with double glazed windows.  I worked in this building for 

many years. The whole building would at times shake with the jet blast.  C130 Hercules on 

fuel flow test runs for 2 – 4 hours produced far from pleasant office conditions, nor was it 

conducive to the efficient operation of a safety conscious industry in the office.  How is the 

Harewood school coping? Parents report the C130 runs are not a favourite. 

 

5.4 I have never in my aviation career had a large aircraft maintenance operation approve 

O/W engine testing for high power adjacent to or in the vicinity of the maintenance hangar 

or regular staff operations.  The RNZAF was very specific that high power testing was done 

on the far side of the airfield and that even the small piston engine CT4B aircraft were 

moved to a significant distance from any area where personnel resided for high power 

runs.  

 

5.5 Sadly the warnings by AirNZ engineering staff of the significant safety hazard lurking in the 

ground run-up pad proximity to the maintenance facility and associated aircraft 

movements at CIA soon came true.  Aircraft engineer’s comments on aircraft maintenance 

issues are very rarely wrong…they are trained that way for your and my safety.  

Late in the evening on September 1st 2011 as darkness had set in at CIA and the 

Australian pilot crew of a freshly serviced Virgin Australia 737-800 aircraft, a much coveted 

client of AirNZs Christchurch’s engineering base, were busying themselves for their return 

journey to Australia so that their aircraft could be back in scheduled service the next day, 

little did they know that they were going to shortly fall prey to a shocking miscalculation of 

the AirNZ management team who had forced through the approval and location of the 

ground run-up pad.  I would love to give you the blow by blow account of the event being 

in the vicinity that night, but fortunately the media didn’t become aware of the 

“occurrence” and so I’d better stay ‘mum’ on the publicity issue sufficient to say.  
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However from a safe and efficient operation of the CIA, which CIAL admirably aspire to, 

one cannot now remain silent.  Needless to say the over $1.2 million cost of replacing the 

LH wing-let on the Okker plane, the on time delivery failure, the 100s of thousands of 

dollars spent on repairs to the resultant tail plane damage of the AirNZ 737-300 that 

happened to be carrying out O/W engine testing post major servicing on the above said 

ground run-up pad, the disruption to AirNZ’s own 737 flight schedule beginning delayed 

for almost a week, certainly do not stack up as “efficient”.  That the Australian crew were 

correctly following an apron taxi way guidance yellow centre line and that a collision 

occurred and that Air NZ engineers were bound once again in their “Can do” balance of 

skill and flexibility were forced to take the unrecommended maintenance practice of 

swapping major airframe assemblies between aircraft to hasten the return to service and 

hence profitability of their own aircraft is also not going to cut the mustard on “safety” or 

“best practice”.  So far it seems by only good fortune that I haven’t heard of anyone being 

seriously injured. Motto: Know your wing size.  Refer Attachment E & F from NZCAA. 

 

5.6  And then there’s the pre-existing dangerous goods store marked in purple on Google map 

Attachment C.  I didn’t do the expert advice on this but it does seem “dangerously” close 

to the jet blast area of the ground run-up pad. And also the training facility on the corner 

marked blue. 

 

5.7 Last but not least, the ground run-up pad is also used by various operators to carry out 

mechanical compass (called ‘stand-by compass’ on most large aircraft) “swings”.  They go 

around in circles on the pad to verify compass direction. Concrete is ideal. There is a 

requirement for this to be carried out  ‘x’ distance away from large metal objects and 

buildings etc…engineers at AirNZ tell me the ground run-up pad doesn’t comply yet it is 

used for this purpose. 

 

5.4 Remedy sought is to seriously review current location and practice of engine testing at CIA 

by including in the pCRDP world best practice for airport noise management policy as 

advised by Mr Mike Marra’s evidence and to bring about the more appropriate at source 

engine testing noise mitigation rules that require avoiding unreasonable noise and  

adopting the clear recommendations of leading world noise expert in aviation Dr John-Paul 

Clarke, synonymous with those of our own NZ based expert Dr Stephen  Chiles; both table 

the perfect remedy which will also be much safer: a purpose built Engine testing ground 

run-up enclosure for noise mitigation. 

 

6. Reduced complexity of rules 

 

6.1 If the CIAL and their engine testing tenants respond to the overwhelming evidence that 

world standard, best practice and lawful continuation for their industry at their 

demographic of airports is to mitigate engine testing noise on site by installation of a 

purpose built ground run-up enclosure, then current version of proposed Rule 6.1.4.2.7 

(Engine testing at CIA) part d. , which goes to exclude from CIA’s noise profiling some 

very important sounding immediate engine testing needs, becomes completely redundant.  

With a quality noise reducing engine testing enclosure on site the CIAL can rest peacefully 

that their tenants can rev their engines at anytime, safely, no fear of curfews in sight, 

satisfying instantly the demands of any Director of whatever important safety organisation 

or ministry and have lots more residential ‘friends’.  This remedy is all win-win; one less 

rule hence on the road to reduced complexity.  
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7. Contours and associated rules that should be not approved 

 

7.1  As already briefed in my executive summary para 3. the new rule of avoiding new noise 

sensitive activities in the 50dB Lnd contour is at policy level flawed just as it is for the 50dB 

A contour.  The policy does not take in account that the noise activity restriction at the 

50dB A level will have no impact on the  level of complaints originating from people living  

within the 50dB A.  This is because noise is not causational to motivating complaints at 

this very low noise level.  Other identified factors actually motivate complaint activity.  

While this may be counter intuitive it is conclusively established by Dr John Paul Clarke’s 

evidence and the findings of the Bel report (Review – Bel report 2003-04 Fidell).  As a 

direct result of this the new rule aimed at reducing noise sensitive activities by avoidance 

will have no causational impact on the complaint levels, and therefore will not support nor 

aid the intended policy and rule outcome: curfew risk reduction.  The proposed rule at any 

of the 50dB contours is therefore ineffective and inefficient in both practice and RMA 

terms. Safe desirable land is being restricted from recovery development based on 

incorrect and misleading assumptions and therefore not assisting or appropriate in aligning 

with the LURP. Rule proposal by CIAL for 50dB contours to be rejected. Refer also 

evidence of Mr David Lawry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gerrit Venema 

16 February 2016 

 

 

 

 

The following attached documents and picture files append this statement of evidence and are also 

listed in para 2. Scope: 

 

Attachment A - Planning map 23B+new 800m set back (transferred to current scenario) 

Attachment B - Google satellite map of CIA - location of ground run-up pad 

Attachment C - Google satellite map - location of other amenities to pad 

Attachment D - CCC pCRDP contour map combo (from fragmented web maps) 

Attachment E - NZCAA Official information request DW1321618-0 

Attachment F - NZCAA Crash occurrence report 11.3933 

Attachment G - CIAL 2009 online Noise Fact Sheet 10-09-09 
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S-I225-04 16/OIR/0079 (DW1321618-0) 

27 November 2015 

G F Venema 

37 Fairford Street 

Bishopdale 

Christchurch    8053 

 

By email: gerrytvenema@gmail.com 

Dear Mr Venema 

Official Information Act 1982 Request 
 

We refer to your email of 2 November 2015 requesting the details of a ground incident at 

Christchurch Airport involving the collision between a stationary aircraft and a taxiing aircraft 

during or around 2011 (the Incident). In particular, you were seeking the reference number, 

description and date of the Incident. Your request was processed under the Official 

Information Act 1982 (the Act). 

 

In response to your request, we have provided you a copy of the occurrence registration 

concerning the Incident. Please note that a small amount of information was withheld 

pursuant to section 9(2)(b) of the Act in order to protect the privacy of natural persons, and 

section 9(2)(ba) in order to preserve the supply of confidential information. 

 

You have the right to make a complaint to the Ombudsman to seek an investigation and 

review of our decision to withhold information. The Ombudsman’s contact details are: 

 

 Address:  The Ombudsman 

    Office of the Ombudsmen 

    PO Box 10152 

    Wellington 6143 

 

 Phone/Fax:  0800 802 602 / (04) 471 2254 

 Email:   info@ombudsman.parliament.nz  

 Website:  http://www.ombudsman.parliament.nz/make-a-complaint 

 

If you have any queries about your request, please contact me at oia@caa.govt.nz or on (04) 

830 2568. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

Tony Davis 

Official Information and Privacy Officer 

Attachment E

mailto:info@ombudsman.parliament.nz
http://www.ombudsman.parliament.nz/make-a-complaint
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Christchurch International Airport Ltd (CIAL) manages aircraft noise to reduce the effects of noise on 

local residents, to maintain high standards of residential amenity and to prevent the imposition of a 

curfew restricting flights into and out of Christchurch at night. 

 Remaining uncurfewed will attract carriers from destinations beyond Australia to operate back-of-

clock services in the future. 

 This is critical given that Christchurch as a destination is at the end of many airline routes.  The 

deviation to Christchurch is a schedule choice some airlines have made which allows them to utilise 

aircraft which otherwise would be grounded overnight at an Australian or Asian airfield.   

 Non-curfewed operation enables airlines to operate aircraft on two daily return services to the 

eastern seaboard of Australia. 

Noise contours allow the airport to continue to grow and operate efficiently on its present site 

 The location of Christchurch Airport relative to the city is a major benefit to the region. 

 There are numerous examples of cities and their airports that have not managed aircraft noise 

levels and are now either subject to curfew or have been forced to move to locations further 

removed from the city they serve. 

Noise contours protect the future of the airport and the local economy 

 South Islanders benefit from low fares and frequent trans-Tasman services due to the airport’s 

current non-curfewed status.  This also brings economic benefits. CIAL contributed $2.3 billion to 

the Canterbury economy in 2008 and its campus employs approximately 5,000 people. 

 Many businesses rely on the fast and efficient delivery of mail, documents and products on 

overnight freight flights.  Night time restrictions on aircraft operations put these services in 

jeopardy. 

 

HOW DOES CHRISTCHURCH AIRPORT MANAGE AIRCRAFT NOISE? 

1. Noise reduction at source – discouraging use of older noisier aircraft 

2. Noise minimisation procedures – adherence to recommended flight paths and flight procedures 

3. Land use planning – maintaining appropriate noise contours to discourage noise sensitive 

development from occurring in areas affected by aircraft noise 

 

Noise Contours 
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WHAT ARE NOISE CONTOURS? 

 A noise contour is a computer calculated line on a map that indicates the levels of noise (in 

decibels, Ldn dBA) averaged over 24 hours that can be expected to be experienced when the 

present airfield reaches its capacity of operations.  Christchurch International Airport currently 

operates at approximately 48% of capacity. 

 The use of noise contours as a means of establishing land use planning protections is long 

established and considered world best practice. 

CHRISTCHURCH AIRPORT’S NOISE CONTOURS 

 In 1974, the first noise contours for Christchurch Airport were developed and adopted into the local 

District Plans.  This contour recommended Ldn 50dBA as the maximum accepted noise level on the 

outer control boundary for residential development. 

 In 1994, the noise contours were revised using more sophisticated technologies.  These revised 

contours continued the use of the Ldn 50dBA limit, which is still applied today. 

 

The image adjacent shows the current (1994) noise 
contours. 

 

 

 

 

You can contact CIAL for a more detailed map. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Christchurch Airport noise contours are recognised by the three local districts councils; 

Christchurch City, Selwyn and Waimakariri, and are shown in their District Plans.  Each district has 

objectives, policies and rules for residential or other noise sensitive developments in relation to the 

noise contours. 
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CHRISTCHURCH AIRPORT’S UPDATED NOISE CONTOURS 

Christchurch Airport’s noise contours have recently been recalculated to incorporate:  

 The introduction of quieter aircraft – primarily B737 200’s replaced with B737 300’s and A320’s 

 An anticipated increase in daily aircraft movement numbers 

 Technological advances in air traffic control systems 

 The need to use both runways simultaneously during peak periods, due to the expected increase in 

demand. 

The contours were reviewed taking into account all of the above using the latest version of the US 

Federal Aviation Authority’s Integrated Noise Model, which is a best practice industry standard.   

The resulting noise contours are slightly wider, significantly shorter and 12km2 smaller in total area than 

the existing contours. 

For consistency of approach between district and regional planning authorities, CIAL has requested that 

the updated noise contours also be included in the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement, which at 

present is being reviewed.   

 

These are the new proposed noise contours. 

 

 

You can contact CIAL for a more detailed map. 
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THE LDN 50DBA LIMIT STILL APPLIES 

Although the size and shape of the proposed noise contours has changed, they still stipulate Ldn 50dBA 

limit on residential or noise sensitive land development, for the following reasons: 

 Independent experts Marshall Day Acoustics advised CIAL that in a residential area between Ldn 50 

– 55dBA noise contours, 5 – 13% of the population will be highly annoyed by airport noise and an 

even larger group will be moderately annoyed. 

 The Christchurch City Council Plan sets limits for industry noise emissions next to any residential 

zone at Ldn 50dBA, and airports are considered industrial zones. 

 The World Health Organisation states Ldn 50dBA should not be exceeded in order to ‘protect the 

majority of people from being moderately annoyed in the daytime’. 

 The European Federation for Transport & Environment has stated that there is now a general 

consensus about the noise levels which cause health impacts: 

 Environmental noise above Ldn 40dBA is likely to lead to significant annoyance. 

 Noise levels between Ldn 65 – 70dBA may affect school performance. 

 Outdoor noise levels of Ldn 40 – 60dBA may disturb sleep. 

 Traffic noise of Ldn 70dBA may cause hearing impairment. 

 Christchurch enjoys water and air quality standards far higher than comparable urban 

environments around the world.  CIAL believes that noise quality should not be compromised, 

when other elements contributing to people’s overall standard of living are not. 

 There are currently other areas available within the Christchurch area, which are available for 

residential development, so there is no specific need to build within close proximity to the airport. 

Updated September 2009 
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